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To,
The Chief General Manager/lF A
BBNW Circle, Bangalore .
No. PGM/ERP-G ZB/Merger/ 15

Dated : 17-06-2021

Sub: Merger of Business Areas of erstwhile NCNGN circle in respective BAs of BBNW Circle in ERP
system w.e.f. 01.07.2021 .

Ref 1: BSNL CO Letter No. 4-2/2014-R estructuring
Ref 2: BSNLCO-CA/25/5/2020-CA-ERP-FICO
Ref 3: PGM/ERP- GZB/Merge r/12
Ref 4: BSNLCO-CA/25/5/2020-CA-ERP-FICO

Dated: 14-01-2020
Dated: 26-01-2021
Dated : 27-01-2021
Dated: 07-06-2021

This is to draw your kind attention that BSNL CO, vide letters referred above has
conveyed to merge the Non-Territorial Circles and accordingly NCNGN circle was
merged in BBNW circle by way of tagging of BAs of NCNGN circle with BBNW circle on
01.02.2021.
Now it has been decided by BSNL CO vide letter No. BSNLCO-CA/25/5/2020-CA-ERP-FI CO
dated 07.06.2021 to implement the merger of all BAs of NCNGN circle with respective
BAs of BBNW circle w.e.f. 01.07.2021. The detailed list of Business Areas along with
their proposed merger plan is enclosed as Annexure-A.
In order to carry out its implementation in ERP system, pre and post merger activities for
each module along with schedule and responsibility have been uploaded on ERP HELP
DESK portal homepage ( URL- http:l/10.197.216.213/ ) under " Merger/Demerger
Schedule".
You are requested to issue instructions to L2 team (Designated SPOC) at circle level to
go through the list of activities for their respective module and take action for
implementation in accordance with prescribed schedule.
It is further requested to nominate one over all SPOC of DGM rank who will be
responsible for close coordination and supervision of completion of activities of each
module in timely manner. He may be requested to compile a list of module wise SPOCs
at circle level and submit to this office on mail ID basiscore@bsnl.co .in by 18.06.2021.

(G.K.ki
PGM (ERP)

Copy to:

The Sr. GM (CA & ERP-FICO)/ Sr. GM (CIT)/ GM (Restg), BSNL CO for kind information please.
~· All DGMs/ AG Ms (ERP Core team), for kind information please.
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